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A Note on Symmetry Classes of Tensors 
K. \v1mw1cs 
This paper is concerned with the conditions under which a symmetry 
class of tensors in 3;“‘(; is trivial. The following theorem provides a complete 
solution for the case when dim( C:) >a im, 
‘I‘HliOHERI. Let C 7 be n oector space over n Jield F with dim( CT) k $: $m. 
Let G be a subgroup of S,,, not dizisible by the characteristic of F. Then the 
symmetry space of tensors in ~3~‘~ 1; determined by a subgroup G of S,, and a 
rharacter x is tri-iial (f, and only $ G contains the full symmetric group on 
some k -r I integess in {I , 2,..., m) and x is nontrivial on this subgroup of G. 
Proof Let {Kr )..‘, ~~~~ he a basis for l.,‘. Then Key* ... *K~ = 0 if, and only 
if, there is a (r E G such that X(U) f  I and i, =- iO(,) fo”l- j = 1, 2 ,..., m. 
;1 proof of this statement can be found in [I] when U is a unitary space and 
is, in fact, valid as long as the characteristic of F does not divide the order of 
the group G. Let Jr u Jz u ... u 1,; be a partition of {I, 2,..., m} and consider 
the product /cil* 1.. *K~ ,,I ’ where i, is chosen to be the integer Y for which 
Jo J,. . Then there is a CT E G such that x(u) + I and ~(1~) - J, for 
i I , 2,. . . , k. 
Since k >, $m, the partition can be so chosen that /r ,..., JY,L-k are each two 
element sets and the remaining 2k - m sets are singletons. If  (TV is the permuta- 
tion which transposes the two elements of Ji for i = 1, 2,..., m - k, then 
G must contain a nontrivial product of these (T& . We interrupt the proof of the 
theorem to obtain the structure of such groups in the following. We set 
II -~~ m - k. 
LEMMA. Let G C S,,, be a subgroup which intersects nontrivially every 
subgroup of S, generated by n < m/2 mutually dis]‘oi?it transpositions. Then, 
either G contains the full symmetric group on m - n + 1 integers in {I, 2,..., m} 
or G contains the alternating subgroup on m ~ n + 2 of the integers in 
{I, 2 ,..., m). 
Proof of Lemma. If II = 1 then G contains every transposition in S,, and, 
therefore, G == S,,, = S,,i+-,i+l 
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Suppose that the lemma is valid for groups satisfying the conditions 
of the lemma for n - 1, and let G be a subgroup of S, which satisfies the 
conditions for n. We may suppose G does not satisfy the conditions 
for n - 1 and so we may assume that there are II - 1 mutually disjoint 
transpositions ui , ug ,..., uY1-r such that the group H generated by these O, 
intersects G in the identity only. Let J be the set of m - 2(n -- 1) integers 
left fixed by all the u in H. Since m :. 2n, J contains at least 3 integers. Let 
01, p, y  be any three integers in 1. By considering the sets of transpositions 
h ,..., ~~~~~ , ($9> and h ,..., a,_, , (a~)}, it follows that there are ,ui , pc% E H, 
possible trivial, such that p1 * (c+) and pL2 . (cry) are in G. Then their product 
w 2; pL1 . pa * (o&) is in G. Then u3 -~ I~lpr E G and, therefore, pi 112 . 
This in turn implies that 09 = (cx#) E G, and since ‘Y, /?I, y  were chosen 
arbitrarily, the alternating group on J is in G. 
We augment J as follows. Let oi (nb), let (Y, p E /, and consider 
(01 >..., ui-1 , Uifl ,..., crnUl, (aa), (@)J. Since G n M is the identity permuta- 
tion, G contains an w equal to one p . (aa), ~(6/3), or p . (an)(&), where p E H. 
Now, OJ(C&J)U-’ = (a’/?‘~) E G, where at least one of 01’ or /3’ is a or b. Then 
G contains the alternating group on one of J u {a), J u (b), or J u {a, b). 
[In case (aby) E G, note that (ba/3) : (aby)(&)(ayb) E G]. Since ui was 
chosen arbitrarily from ui ,..., u,,_i , we can form a subset 1’ > J consisting 
of m - n + 1 integers such that G contains the alternating group on J’. 
Let i, ,..., in-r be the integers of { I,..., VZ) not in J’, and let j, ,..., Jri-i , 
OC, p E J’. Consider the set of disjoint transpositions {TV 2~ (iij,),..., 7,.-i =- 
(;n-ij71_1), ($I)}. I f  G contains ($), then G contains the symmetric group on 
/’ and we are done. If  (a$) $ G then G contains an w equal to one of p or 
p . (a/3), where p is a nontrivial product of T,‘J. I f  (iJ,) is a factor of k, then 
UJ(~,O$)W-~ E G and is equal to one of (~,a$‘) or (i,$ol). In either case G contains 
the alternating group on J’ u {i,) and this completes the proof of the lemma. 
The proof of the theorem is completed as follows. Let K be the largest 
subset of integers such that G contains the alternating group on K. If  K 
contains m - n + 1 integers, then G contains the symmetric group on K. If  
K contains at least m - n + 2 integers, then this number is greater than 
n+2 2 4. Therefore, x is trivial on the alternating group on K. Let i, ,..., i, 
be the integers not in K. Letj, ,..., il be in K and let TV, == (;,j,) for p = I,,.., 7. 
Let 7 ril ,..., 7, be chosen so that {TV ,..., 7,) are mutually disjoint transpositions. 
Note that Tj acts on K fori = Y + l,..., n. G contains a ,u where p is a product 
of the 7i and x(p) f  1. Suppose p has a factor (iPi,) for some p, 1 < p < Y. 
Let pi, ,8 E K \ {ii ,...,j,}. Then ~(c@&~ == (i+‘fi’), where a’, p’ E K from 
which it follows that K is not maximal. Therefore, p is a permutation on K 
and since x(p) f  1, G contains the full symmetric group on K. This proves 
necessity. 
Suppose G contains the full symmetric group on k + 1 integers J, and x is 
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nontrivial on this subgroup. Then x assigns the sign of the permutation to the 
elements of this subgroup. We show that each product Kil* -I* *Kim = 0. 
There are at least two integers & , i, E J such that K~, = Kib . Then 
(T = (i&J E G and x(u) = -1. Therefore, Ki 1 * ..* *K<, = 0 and it follows that 
the symmetry space is trivial. 
Remark. When m = 2k, the theorem is no longer valid. Let Jl v J2 be a 
partition of (I, 2,..., m] into equal subsets and let 
G = {a E S, I u( J1) = JI or 4Jd = JzS. 
Then G is a subgroup of S,, and does not contain the full symmetric group on 
any k +- 1 elements. G intersects every subgroup of S, generated by k 
mutually disjoint transpositions, since if each of the k transpositions take an 
element from J1 to Jz , then the product of them all maps J1 onto Ja and is 
a member of G. The appropriate character is defined as follows. If  k is odd, 
we let x(o) = sgn(a). I f  k is even, we let X(U) = sgn(u) if u(J1) = J1 and 
x(u) =: -sgn(u) if u(J1) = Jz . The latter definition is possible since the 
subset G,, = (u 1 u( J1) == J1 and cr even, or u(J1) = Jz and u odd} forms 
a subgroup of G of index 2. In both cases, the symmetry space is trivial. For, 
consider X = Kil* ..* *K~ . I f  the i, are not distinct for thej in J1 or for thei in 
Jz , then clearly X = O.“Jf the ii forj E J1 (orj E Jz) are distinct, then in both 
cases they take on all the values 1, 2,..., k. Let u be the product of the trans- 
positions (jj’) where j E J1 , i’ E J2 and i, = ij, . Then (J E G and X(U) == -1, 
so we have X = 0. 
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